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Prejudice is often fuelled by a lack of community cohesion, ignorance, 
fear of the unknown, and a ‘them and us’ mentality.  Such attitudes 
can be changed through activities which foster empathetic connections 
between people from different backgrounds.  It is here that our work is 
playing a vital role in Scotland’s most religiously diverse city, by increasing 
comfort with difference, fostering fellow-feeling through the discovery of 
commonalities, and encouraging a more inclusive sense of identity and 
community, while at the same time helping people better understand each 
other’s beliefs and religious and cultural needs. 

Events like our Family Fun Day and Interfaith Outdoors project, for 
example, create opportunities for people from different religion and belief 
backgrounds to meet and engage socially.  Our Scriptural Reasoning 
events, Faith to Faith dialogue series, and events focused on religious dress 
facilitate more in-depth conversations about beliefs and practices.  Also 
our Weekend Club for refugees, asylum seekers, and new migrants and 
support of Glasgow’s Interfaith Food Justice Network enable cooperative 
action to achieve shared goals. 

We couldn’t do what we do without the support of our funders and all our 
fabulous volunteers, to whom our heartfelt thanks go.  We’re also deeply 
grateful to our outgoing sessional Project Officer Kemal Okan, who has 
contributed much to the success of our work over the past five years, but 
delighted to welcome Katie Sproull as his 
replacement. 

If you’re inspired by what you see 
here, get involved; and let’s build a 
community where people belong, not 
because they are the same, but because 
they care about this city, in all its 
diversity.  Let Glasgow flourish!

Philip Mendelsohn, Chairman
Rose Drew, Director

Welcome to ‘Flourish’!

Contents

As ever it’s been a busy year!  Despite a number of deeply worrying current trends (including 
growing anti-immigrant sentiment; the rise of the far-right; acts of terrorism against 
minorities; growing anti-Semitism, Islamophobia, and other forms of prejudice; and rising 
hate crime), we believe there’s plenty of reason for hope in these pages.
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Believing that interfaith is for everyone, we organise a wide range of events and activities so that we can 
bring people together in ways that appeal to their interests, allowing them to connect more deeply with 
other individuals and communities. Our work focuses on three (often overlapping) forms of engagement:

We seek to create spaces for 
people to be open with each 
other about values they cherish 
and to share their deepest held 
beliefs and practices, allowing 
mutual understanding and 
trust to deepen. 

Friendship-building
We create opportunities for 
people from different faith and 
belief traditions to connect with 
those from other communities 
around issues of common 
concern in order to work together 
to tackle shared problems.

Practical co-operation
Through social gatherings of various 
kinds we bring people of all ages 
together to meet their neighbours from 
diverse backgrounds, so that, through 
familiarity and shared experience, 
bonds of friendship are built that help 
to overcome fear and suspicion.  

Faith and belief dialogue

What we do 
We aim to promote and facilitate constructive engagement between people of diverse faiths and 
beliefs – religious and non-religious – so as to help create a better-connected, safer, and more 
harmonious city for all.

Our small staff team is directed by our board of trustees and 
supported by a fantastic group of volunteers.  Our focus is on 
grassroots community development.  The board of trustees is 
predominantly comprised of members of Glasgow’s diverse 
faith communities — individuals who are well–integrated 
within their communities and enthusiastic about promoting 
positive interfaith engagement.

Interfaith Glasgow is an award-winning charity 
promoting positive engagement between people of 
different religions and beliefs in Glasgow.  

Who we are

INTERFAITH GLASGOW BOARD
FRONT ROW: (from left to right) Abdul Aziz (Muslim − Sunni), Ruby Bhopal (Sikh), 
Saba Forsyth (Baha’i) 

MIDDLE ROW: Ritchie Adams (outgoing 2019, Police Scotland), Gordon Matheson  
(Co-opted Member), Cedric Blakey (outgoing 2018, Christian − Episcopal),  
Safa Yousaf (Muslim − Sunni, Vice-Chair), Azzam Mohamad (Muslim – Shia)

BACK ROW: Rev Roy Henderson (Christian − Church of Scotland), Philip Mendelsohn 
(Jewish, Chair), Anthony Allison (Christian − Roman Catholic, Treasurer),  
Manjula Math (Hindu), Emma Leighton (Buddhist)

Interfaith Glasgow Board

Interfaith Glasgow Office Team INTERFAITH GLASGOW OFFICE TEAM
Front Row: (from left to right) Rose Drew (Director), Magdalen Lambkin (Development 
Officer), Sabah Aslam (Events and Communications Volunteer) Katie Sproull (Project 
Officer (incoming))

Back Row: (from left to right) Lynnda Wardle, (Weekend Club Project Manager),  
Philip Mendelsohn (Chairman), Kemal Okan (Project Officer (outgoing))
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‘Show and Tell’ 
Afternoon Tea 

To mark World Interfaith 
Harmony Week (a UN week of 
observance from 1-7 of February), 
people of different faiths and 
beliefs were 
invited to an 
intimate interfaith 
afternoon tea 
at the Hidden 
Gardens. The 
programme began 
with a guided tour 
of the Hidden 
Gardens, where participants 
learned about the variety of 
herbs and flowers and their 
significance within different 
faiths and cultures.  Participants 
had been asked to bring along an 
object relating to their religious 

practice, spiritual outlook, or 
ethical values. Following the tour, 
they shared and discussed these 
with one another over tea and 
cakes. Objects shared included, 
for example, a Sikh khanda, a 
Christian cross, and the holy 
musical instrument of Alevism 

called the saz or 
baglama.  

Interfaith 
Community 
Meal 

Glasgow’s Sufi 
Muslim community welcomed 
people from diverse faith and 
belief communities to Masjid 
Khazra in March 2019 for a 
community meal on the theme 
of ‘building bridges’.  Guests 
were introduced to the mosque 

and learned about its history. 
They then look some time to 

meet one another, and, sitting 
in small groups, discussed ways 
in which faith communities can 
build stronger connections and 
help foster community cohesion. 
Pakistani news channel 44 
covered the event which included 
interviews with the hosts and 
some participants. See:  
http://tiny.cc/communitymeal

Building Bridges in 
the South East
Aiming to build bridges between people who might not 
normally have an opportunity to meet each other, and 
to challenge the ignorance and fear of the unknown 
that can lead to prejudice and mutual suspicion, we 
delivered two special events in Glasgow’s South East.

I feel very appreciative of 
the gracious hospitality 
– the informality makes 
personal connections 
possible

3

The table I was at were 
so respectful, warm, 
real, humble, kind – 
just a joyful vibe!

FRIENDSHIP BUILDING
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Led by our Project Officer, 
Kemal Okan, who has expertise 
in facilitating 
woodland 
engagement,  four 
religiously mixed 
groups of 6-10 
people visited 
Aberfoyle; Loch 
Ardinning; Mugdock Park; Falls of  
Clyde; and Inchcailloch.  As they 

walked together and tried their 
hands at bushcraft and outdoor 

cooking, they 
found themselves 
connecting more 
deeply with 
themselves, 
with nature and 
with each other. 

Under trees and by rivers and 
lochs, they also sat together 
and discussed the significance 
of “sacred trees”, “water”, and 
“retreat.” In the  process they 

learned 
more about 
each other’s 
traditions.  
All were 

delighted to be spending time 
with people from different 
backgrounds in beautiful natural 

surroundings and sharing ideas 
about the power and value 
of nature.  A beautiful short 
film reflecting some of their 
experiences can be viewed on our 
YouTube channel:  
http://tiny.cc/interfaithoutdoors

Interfaith 
Outdoors
This pilot project involved 
taking diverse groups out 
into some of Scotland’s 
most beautiful woodlands 
to experience the change 
in perspective that being 
immersed nature can bring. 

Extremely refreshing. 
Physically, emotionally 
and spiritually

an inspirational 
project

FRIENDSHIP BUILDING
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Consciously or unconsciously, 
what we choose to wear is 
socially, religiously, and politically 
constructed. From police officers’ 
uniforms and kilts to head 
coverings and everyday dress, 
there is a cultural and social 
history woven into the clothing 
we wear. Interfaith Glasgow 
worked with Dr Saeko Yazaki 
from the University of Glasgow to 
deliver an event that would bring 
people from diverse backgrounds 
together to explore religious 
dress in an experiential way.

Participants heard from five 
speakers who each shared 
reflections on what they were 
wearing – the significance of 
their clothing, and how felt 
when wearing it. They briefly 
introduced the Five Ks or 
articles of faith that are worn 
by initiated Sikhs, the Muslim 
Hijab, the Zen Buddhist Rakusu, 
Orthodox Jewish dress, and the 
Japanese Kimono. 

Participants then had the 
opportunity to engage in a 
more intimate conversation 

A partnership event between Interfaith Glasgow, the University of Glasgow,  
and St Mungo Museum of Religious Life and Art.

Exploring Religious Clothing through Interfaith Encounter

Religious dress in the flesh
DIALOGUE

Dr Saeko Yazaki  
University of Glasgow 

“Because the pattern of the 
kimono has to reflect the 
season, I feel more connected 
with the natural world as well 
as the culture and tradition of 
my country when I wear it.”

Sensei Karl Kaliski  
Cloud Water Zen 
Buddhist Centre
 
“The Rakusu is an 
abbreviated robe that 
originates from a time when 
monks were persecuted in 
China and so they would 
wear this under their 
clothing to remind them 
that they were still a monk.”

On the Rakusu:

On the Kimono:



Safa Yousaf
Amina, The Muslim 
Women’s Resource Centre 
 
“There’s a whole inner 
dimension to hijab that many 
people aren’t aware of that 
means to act modestly and 
present yourself with dignity 
and humility.” 

On the Hijab:
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with each of the speakers in 
groups of five or six. These 
small − deliberately mixed − 
groups moved around the room 
together to join each speaker 
for an informal discussion as 
well as a chance to handle and 
try on some garments. One 
person commented that this 
“was an excellent way for a 
group of strangers to start feeling 
comfortable in each other’s 
company. Talking to each speaker 
was so informative and friendly. 
To try a turban was great!” People 
commented on feeling free to 
ask “silly” questions, “difficult 

questions,” or “questions I 
would not want to burden 
friends/ acquaintances with.” 
They explored difficult issues 
related to religious dress (such 
as religious commitment and 
choice, identity and belonging, 
prejudice and acceptance) in a 
way that increased inter-religious 
understanding and challenged 
stereotypes. You can view a film 
documenting the event and the 
contributions of the speakers 
on Interfaith Glasgow’s YouTube 
channel here:   
http://tiny.cc/religiousdress

Sukhcharan Kaur  
Sikhs in Scotland 
 
“When I wear traditional 
clothing I feel more spiritual 
and connected to God. It 
helps my inner self focus.”

DIALOGUE

Daniel Frank  
Member of Giffnock Synagogue  
“Wearing the Kippah is a reminder that God is above and oversees 
everything in this world. But it also gives me a sense of identity and 
connection to my community, wherever I go in the world.”

On Orthodox Jewish Dress:

On the Five Ks  
of Sikhism:
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It was a great, safe and 
friendly space to be able to 
ask questions and share

There’s a wonderful atmosphere 
of honesty and friendship, and 
frequent laughter at these 
events. People learn about 
differences as well as similarities, 
both between and within the 
traditions. Participants explore 
short sections of scripture in 
turn, giving equal time to each. 
First they listen to a speaker 
and then, in small groups, they 

share with one another how they 
‘reason’ with the text, applying it 
to modern life. The 
texts are selected 
on a common 
theme, story, 
or figure from 
these Abrahamic 
faiths. This year 
we’ve discussed “Joseph/Yusuf: 
From Slave to Ancestor of 

Three Religions”, the meaning 
of “Charity” and, with students 

at the University 
of Glasgow, 
“Abraham’s 
Sacrifice.” One 
participant 
commented “I knew 
Joseph as a ‘Jewish’ 

story. Now I know how much 
more widely the story spreads.”

In previous years we’ve explored 
“Creation” in Hindu and Sikh 
scriptures, and 
the theme of 
“Welcoming 
Refugees” 
through Baha’i, 
Sikh and non-
religious texts. This year, at 

Network Rail in Glasgow City 
Centre, participants heard 

from speakers 
from the Sikh, 
Christian 
and Muslim 
traditions 
who had 

chosen texts on the theme 

of “Hospitality”. Although 
hospitality is a term we often 
use in interfaith contexts, one 
participant commented that  
they felt this format “gave a 
deeper understanding of the 
views of other religions on the 
concept of hospitality.”

Muslims, Jews, and Christians from all walks of life have been meeting in Glasgow 
since 2014 to learn more about each other and their traditions through a focus on their 
respective scriptures. 

Scriptural  
Reasoning

Open Scriptural Reasoning
Our open Scriptural Reasoning events welcome people from any faith or belief background 
and they can include texts from any tradition or non-religious texts on a particular theme. 

DIALOGUE

I feel more confident 
asking others about 
their faith
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DIALOGUE

These events take place monthly 
on a Sunday from 2-4pm and are 
free and open to all. This year the 
series has continued to go from 
strength to strength, moving 
in March into the lovely bright 
function room at St Mungo’s 
so as to accommodate growing 
numbers.   Topics explored 
relate to religion, belief, and 
contemporary society; and we 
always ask participants for their 
suggestions for future events. 
These suggestions have included 
light and fun subjects, as well 
as more difficult topics such as 
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 
‘Interfaith Pilgrims in the Holy 
Land:  Ten Years On’ looked back 
on a unique trip which took 32 
Scots from seven faith traditions 
to spend a week together 
visiting places of religious 
significance and meeting peace 
activists. Another event brought 
together young Israeli and 
Palestinian speakers through 
the organisation Solutions Not 

Sides to share their experiences 
and hopes for the future.  We 
marked the centenary of the 
end of the First World War at 
the Scottish Jewish 
Archives Centre 
by hearing about 
the Jewish and 
Sikh communities’ 
contributions 
during the war. 
Participants told us how they 
enjoyed exploring ‘Faith and 
Poetry’ and ‘Religion and Popular 

Culture’ and were inspired by 
the personal stories of courage 
and vulnerability at events on 
domestic abuse and coping with 

death and dying. 
People often find 
that exploring 
such topics with 
people from diverse 
backgrounds 
can expand their 

horizons in unexpected ways. 
Why not come along and see for 
yourself!

Each month we provide a relaxed and inclusive space in which speakers from different 
backgrounds present on contemporary themes from their personal perspectives, and 
participants engage with the speakers and each other in friendly conversation.

Faith to Faith
Monthly Dialogue Events with St Mungo Museum of Religious 
Life and Art

Always interesting 
and you always learn 
something new

8
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Interfaith Food Justice Network 
“Though from different traditions, we share beliefs that move us to action when people 
in our communities go hungry: access to food is a basic human right, and it is our duty 
and honour to do what we can to ensure everybody can access food with dignity.” 

This is the key statement of 
the Interfaith Food Justice 
Declaration, a 
document that 
outlines the 
values and 
concerns that 
bring together 
the local groups, 
organisations, 
and faith 
communities 
who are part of this 
vibrant network. They 
include Christians, Muslims, Jews, 
Sikhs, Buddhists, Humanists and 
many non-religious people who 
run community and emergency 
food initiatives. They meet 
together, share information and 

resources,  support each other’s 
work, and campaign together for 
a fairer, more just food system.

IFJN is co-ordinated by 
Interfaith Glasgow in 
partnership with Faith in 
Community Scotland’s 
Community Development 
Team. Together, we host 

bi-annual networking 
events, service monthly 

meetings of the network’s 
Development Group, support 
the delivery of One Big Picnic, 
and administrate the ‘Interfaith 
Food Share’ WhatsApp group. 
This year, one networking event 
introduced people to a fantastic 
new online map with details 
of food initiatives across the 
city, produced by Urban Roots 
and others (see https://www.
urbanroots.org.uk/freefood/). The 
other focussed on the Scottish 
Government’s Good Food Nation 
consultation. As members of 
the Scottish Food Coalition, 
IFJN have been campaigning 
to put food justice at the heart 
of a Good Food Nation bill. 

Around 100 people had the 
opportunity to learn more at 
an event hosted by Glasgow 
Central Gurdwara. Their views 
were collated and submitted as 
an IFJN collective response to 
the consultation. Their vision of 
a Good Food Nation is reflected 
in the Interfaith Food Justice 
Declaration as one of “food 
justice, not just charity: the 

right of all to access food that 
is fresh, nutritious, affordable, 
culturally-appropriate, and 
grown locally wherever possible, 
with care for the well-being of 
the land, workers, animals and 
the environment.” To find out 
more visit www.facebook.com/
interfaithfoodjustice or get in 
touch!

CO-OPERATION
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One Big Picnic is an annual, volunteer-led, 
free community meal in Glasgow’s George 
Square. People from all walks of life, 
communities and backgrounds are invited 
to come together to enjoy delicious food, 
diverse entertainment and a wee blether. 

Open to everyone, 
this free family day 
out celebrates 
the diversity of 
Glaswegians 
and unites those 
from different 
backgrounds 
– regardless of 
economic status, 
age, culture, religion, 
disability or sexual 
orientation - to share food and 
socialise, encouraging harmony 
and solidarity.

The food will be served 
up by volunteers from 
Glasgow’s many faith 
and belief communities 
– all working together 
and united around 
a shared belief that 

everyone has the right to 
enjoy good food and feel 

part of one big community. 
This event wouldn’t be possible 

without the generous support of 
faith communities, community 
groups and local businesses. 
Last year, around 2,000 food 
portions were handed out from 
stalls run by food initiatives and 
groups connected through the 
Interfaith Food Justice Network 
(IFJN) − including from Muslim 
(Sunni and Shia), Christian, 
Sikh, Buddhist, Humanist and 
non-religious backgrounds. 
This year they’ll be joined by 

Glasgow’s Jewish, Hindu, and 
Alevi communities. The third 
annual One Big Picnic will take 
place on Sunday 30th June and 
we’re looking forward again to 
diverse entertainment as well 
as the opportunity to try on a 

Sikh turban or a Muslim hijab. 
We’re also delighted to have the 
support of Glasgow’s Roller Derby 
who will be skating the streets to 
spread the word and make sure 
that homeless people don’t miss 
out. One Big Picnic is an initiative 
of the IFJN and is coordinated by 
Interfaith Glasgow.

One Big Community

One Big Picnic  

It is so nice to see so 
many people from 
different backgrounds 
eating, smiling and 
enjoying being together

CO-OPERATION
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The Weekend Club
The Weekend Club is an interfaith response to the social isolation experienced by 
refugees, asylum seekers, and new migrants who arrive in Glasgow, often with little or no 
English or money, unable to work and struggling with the effects of trauma.  

‘Flourishing together’

An interfaith team of ten 
volunteers work together to plan, 
deliver, and evaluate monthly 
family-friendly events which 

enable newcomers to make 
friends, get to know Glasgow 
better, enjoy a good meal, 
improve their English, learn about 

Scottish culture and civic life, 
and share aspects of their home 
traditions. Participant travel costs 
are reimbursed so poverty is 
never a barrier to participation.

Our interfaith approach to 
refugee support and integration 
has attracted growing recognition 
nationally and internationally 
and there is now a Weekend Club 
in Edinburgh based on our model. 
As Councillor Jennifer Layden, 
City Convener for Equalities 
and Human Rights, remarked, 
“The impact of interfaith events 

CO-OPERATION
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to support refugee 
integration should not 
be underestimated. 
… Interfaith 
Glasgow is leading 
the way”. This year 
the Weekend Club 
hosted ten events 
including a picnic at 
the Hidden Gardens, 
an Eid Party, kite-making 
with Ricefield Community Arts, 
a tour and lunch at Glasgow 
Gurdwara, a trip to a safari park, 
a dialogue on fasting hosted by 

St Mary’s Episcopal Cathedral, 
a Hogmanay themed party, an 
event for Chinese New Year and 
a consultation event to enable 
participants to help shape our 
2019 programme. We also worked 
with Interfaith Scotland to put 
on a women’s only craft event for 
Refugee Festival Scotland. 
 
Each event was attended by 

around 50 refugees and 
new migrants, with 

participants coming 
from Albania, Algeria, 
China, Iran, Ivory 
Coast, Kenya, Libya, 
Nigeria, Somalia and 

Syria. The number of 
children attending has 

grown and we now have a 
sub-committee of volunteers to 
organise children’s activities and 
a new youth steering committee 
to enable young people to have a 
say in developing a youth specific 

programme of activities. 

As well as working with a team 
of volunteers from different 
faith and belief backgrounds to 
plan and deliver activities, we 
collaborate with other agencies 
and with faith communities to 
host our events. If you would like 
to be part of our volunteer team, 
or your faith community would 
like to get involved in supporting 
the Weekend Club (by hosting, 
providing food, or in some other 
way) please get in touch! 

For me it feels like we are 
on a family holiday … we 
can’t afford to go on trips, 
and this was the first 
time we have travelled 
outside Glasgow 
 
Weekend Club participant

CO-OPERATION



Interfaith Glasgow arranged 
a successful Religious Dress 
workshop at Shawlands Academy; 
Interfaith Food Justice Network 
members hosted volunteers 
at their soup kitchens and 
community cafes; and our Civic 
Reception, hosted by Glasgow City 
Council, was wonderfully warm 
and celebratory, and very well 
attended. We held a Scriptural 
Reasoning event for students and 
the wider public at the University 
of Strathclyde (see p. 7) and our 
Faith to Faith event looked back 
at the contributions of the Jewish 
and Sikh communities to the 
First World War (see p. 8). Events 
organised by others included an 
all-ages “Breathe and Meditate” 
workshop by the Art of Living 
and an inter-generational sharing 

stories event by the new Glasgow 
LGBT+ Interfaith Network (GLIN).

As usual our biggest event was 
our Interfaith Family Fun Day. 
Over 200 people from diverse 
traditions attended this warm 
and festive event in Glasgow’s 

West End, enjoying free food and 
a wide variety of activities. At the 
heart of the event are the ‘faith 
tables’ at which people learn 
about different religious traditions 
by participating in arts and crafts 
activities, illuminating particular 
aspects of those traditions. 
Activities included, for example,  

making Baha’i reflection boxes,  
Christmas tree decorations, Sikh 
kalgis, mini Torah scrolls and 
Hindu diya lamps. Our ‘Try it on 
Stand’ was bigger than ever this 
year and people enjoyed donning  
Sikh and Sufi turbans, Jewish 
Kippahs, Japanese Kimonos, 

Indian Saris, and Christian 
vestments.  We are looking 
forward to SIFW 2019 (11-18 
November) which will be on the 
theme “Eat, Share, Love”. Visit  
www.scottishinterfaithweek.org 
for more info and to register  
your event.
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Scottish Interfaith Week 2018 
was a great success with over 
20 events across Glasgow, many 
of them embracing this year’s 
theme: ‘Connecting Generations’. 

Scottish Interfaith  
Week in Glasgow

Amazing spirit, had fun, so good to get to meet and 
talk with people of different backgrounds

SCOTTISH INTERFAITH WEEK 



• Knowledge about other 
 cultures 

• Consideration - sensitivity 
 regarding diet, customs, 
 and traditions 

• Understanding cultural 
 stereotypes, unconscious 
 bias and power 

• Valuing difference: an 
 asset-based approach  

• Adapting behaviour and 
 effective communication
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Training
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TRAINING

“Excellent session giving an insight into ... why 
interfaith engagement is necessary. Tips on creating 
a faith friendly environment and guidelines for 
promoting and supporting dialogue between people 
of different beliefs were useful as these could be put 
to practical use within the work environment.” 
Ashurst Law Firm

2. Cultural Sensitivity: an 
 Introduction to Working 
 with People from 
 Different Backgrounds

• What do the labels ‘refugee’, 
 ‘asylum seeker’ and 
 ‘migrant’ mean? Definitions 
 and rights explained 

• Why do people flee and 
 how do they claim asylum? 

• What is integration? 

• How can we help create a 
 welcoming city?

3. An Introduction to 
 Working with Refugees 
 and Asylum Seekers

Interested in improving your organisation’s understanding 
of religious and cultural diversity, or of working with 
refugees and asylum seekers, but don’t have much time 
available?  Interfaith Glasgow can help! These 1-3 hour 
sessions can be tailored to your needs. 

• Religion and Belief as a 
 Protected Characteristic 

• Religious demographics 
 of Glasgow 

• The necessity of interfaith 
 engagement 

• Creating a faith-friendly 
 environment and space 
 for dialogue 

• Interfaith engagement 
 in Glasgow

1. Religious Diversity and 
 Interfaith Engagement

If you’re interested,  
drop us an enquiry at:   

info@interfaithglasgow.org



Interfaith Glasgow 

Flemington House , 110 Flemington Street, Glasgow, G21 4BF

Tel: 0141 558 0778

Flourish is designed and produced by Contribute, www.wecontribute.co.uk.

www.interfaithglasgow.org

email us at info@interfaithglasgow.org

We would also like to thank the St Nicholas Fund, the Goldberg Family Trust,  
The Merchants House of Glasgow and all the other organisations and 

individuals who have made donations to support our work.

find us on:

Interfaith Glasgow would like to say a big thank you to all our funders:

Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation, Charity Number: SC046525


